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BIO FLUSH
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Breakthrough bio-enzyme cistern block
Save up to 140 litres daily! After
function turns human waste in sewer
systems into a free water source!
GREEN CLEANING TECHNOLOGY

Billions of years ago Mother Nature had
already solved the problem of how to
keep the Earth clean, naturally. By using
micro-organisms, solids & fats which
cause toilet & plumbing blockages,
build ups, or slow moving water, can be
than traditional harmful chemicals, now
at a much lower cost.
BLUE ENZYME LIQUID

powerful blue bio-enzyme liquid which is
which coat and sit in the toilet bowl &
plumbing lines, turning the plumbing
works into a living eco-system. These
micro-organisms then secrete enzymes
to permanently digest organic waste.
septic systems, septic tanks, & sewer
plants. Fats & solids are permanently
broken down into carbon dioxide & water.
Septic tanks require far less manual
cleaning & expensive waste removal,
while septic & sewer plants are aided
with sludge breakdown.
Cistern Gobbler™

FLUSH LESS - SAVE WATER

Bio Flush™ technology neutralizes urine
odours, while disguising its colour. No
thereby saving a huge amount of water,
™
about 2000 times per year. That means a
portion of over 15000 L of drinking
water literally goes down the toilet!
POWERFUL FOAM CLEANING

Bio Flush™ eco-chemistry helps to
descale, keep the toilet bowl shiny &
clean, & over time helps prevent stains
& uric scale build-up.
ACTUALLY ELIMINATES ODOURS

Chemical products normally only mask,
but don’t eliminate odours. BioClean
digests odour causing compounds
permanently & releases a light pleasing
to provide the bathroom with a fresh,
clean smell.
9 ENZYME SYSTEM

Bio Flush™ contains class leading 9
enzyme system which quickly &
& much more: Lipase (fats)
Amylase (starches)
Urease (urea)
Protease (proteins)
Cellulase (cellulose)
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FLUSH LESS - SAVE WATER

Esterase (esters)
Phosphatase (phosphate group
from proteins)
Hemicellulase (non-cellulose
polysaccharides)
SEPTIC & SEWER SYSTEMS

Each Bio Flush™ block is loaded with over
They multiply within minutes, soon their
PROPERTY COMPANY SAVINGS

microorganisms secreting enzymes &
turning sewer systems into a giant living
toilets, plumbing lines, septic tanks, sewer
pipes, pump stations & sewer plants.
Sludge & organic build-ups are converted
into carbon dioxide & a free water source!
Septic tanks require less manual cleaning
& expensive waste removal.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Conventional cistern blocks are normally
only 40g in size, whereas Bio Flush™ is
supersized at 120g for 3 times the weight
Place one block into the cistern bowl
opposite the water inlet pipe. Replace
when water colour fades.
PACKAGING/ SHELL LIFE/ STORAGE

Store in a cool, dry place. Avoid excessive
inhalation. Wash hands thoroughly after
handling. Available - by units 120g each

www.facebook.com/bioisgreen

